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Introduction: Boron is a rare water-soluble element found in organic-rich soils on Earth often in association with biologic activity [1]. Boron typically
occurs as borate in water and will bind to 2:1 phyllosilicates when introduced by groundwater or other
fluid process [2]. The pH of the borate fluid is integral
in affecting boron sorption to these clay minerals, with
a pH range of 8–9 providing the peak sorption up to
~300 ppm [1]. Martian groundwater is hypothesized to
have been near-neutral to slightly alkaline [3], so martian groundwater provides an optimal pH level for boron uptake by clay minerals. Boron has been detected
frequently within martian calcium sulfate veins by
ChemCam on the NASA Curiosity rover in relatively
significant quantities [4].
It has been hypothesized that boron may be a vital
aspect for prebiotic processes to occur on Earth and
possibly on Mars [4,5]. The formation of boron-ribose
complexes [6] helps to stabilize ribose in solution,
where it would normally break down rapidly in the absence of boron [6]. Ribose is integral for the formation
of RNA, so its stability is integral for life to arise. With
boron found on Mars, this creates the potential for life
to develop independently on Mars [4].
Methods: We have generated boron-enriched
clay minerals in the lab at a range of different pH conditions. These borate-clay samples will be used to test
their interactions with ribose. The relationship between boron adsorption and pH was studied in both
Mars-like clays and common terrestrial clay minerals
including montmorillonite and talc, and Mars analogs
such as saponite, nontronite, and griffithite [7].
Using the methods described in [1], we mix a 100150 mg B/L solution made from boric acid (H3BO3) to
each clay sample and shake for 3 hr. Samples are
mixed and then centrifuged at 2600 rpm for 1 hour and
supernatant is removed. The remaining boron-enriched clay is rinsed with a pH-similar fluid. We will
vary pH from to 6 to 11 in increments of 0.5 for each
clay type to determine the relationship between pH
and boron adsorption.
Clay samples have been analyzed with Laser Induced Breakdown Spectroscopy (LIBS), the method
used by ChemCam that detected boron, as well as with
Inductively Coupled Plasma Optical Emission Spectroscopy (ICP-OES), Inductively Coupled Plasma
Mass Spectrometry (ICP-MS), a neutron activation
analysis for baseline B abundance, a colorimetric
method using azomethine-H, and X-Ray Diffraction
(XRD). LIBS spectra collected with the ChemCam engineering unit at LANL will be directly compared with

ChemCam on Curiosity. ICP-OES and ICP-MS have
been used for chemical analysis to determine and calibrate the LIBS chemical analysis. XRD and Raman
spectroscopy provides mineralogical analysis for the
samples. These methods will characterize the samples
and be used for comparison with the current Curiosity
and the future Mars 2020 rover datasets.
Preliminary Results: Initial analysis has included XRD, LIBS and ICP-OES of some samples to
form a baseline mineralogy and chemistry. XRD results displayed the expected phyllosilicate peaks indicative of smectite clays; however, they also indicated
that some samples are impure. The saponite and griffithite also contain minor amounts of plagioclase and
pyroxenes, but these minerals do not adsorb borate, so
they are not expected to affect the results of future
analyses. The samples were also analyzed with LIBS
for baseline chemistry to compare with chemical analysis via mass spectroscopy. A preliminary sample
used for boron sorption tests had LIBS detect 0.67
wt% B (~5000-6000ppm) which was within range of
what had been detected via ICP-OES (~3000 ppm).
ICP-MS results of a clay sample from the Rio Tinto
boron mine revealed a B concentration of 967 ppm,
while most of the other samples contained less than 10
ppm. An understanding of the baseline mineralogy and
chemistry is essential for comparing the samples before and after sorption of boron to the clays.
Implications: This project represents the first boron-clay adsorption experiments for Mars-like clays,
which will provide new insight on the geochemical behavior of martian clays in association with boron and
may allow us to infer the amount of boron present in
Martian bedrock. Understanding boron-clay dynamics
will allow us to relate terrestrial and Martian boronenriched clays and also improve our boron detection
techniques on Mars. Boron-clay relationships will
form the basis for future work on the analysis of boron-enriched clays on prebiotic processes on Mars [8].
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